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The Underlying Technology: Blockchain.

To help protect your privacy, PowerPoint has blocked automatic download of this picture.

Bitcoin and Blockchain have diverged over the past two years.
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What is Blockchain?
• There are many blockchains, not only one (“the blockchain” is a bit of a misnomer)
• More formally referred to as a form of “distributed ledger” system.

- Participants in a network create a database of transactions shared on a real-time basis by 
all of the parties in the group.

• The network itself verifies the transactions through a “consensus mechanism” – a set of 
rules governing the process of agreement within a system. As blocks of transactions are 
verified, the blocks are logically and irrevocably linked to the one before it.

• Unlike centralized ledger systems, it facilitates a decentralized “distributed ledger” of 
transactions shared among the network, which can be copied and updated by a number 
of parties, with all parties’ copies being identical.

• This peer-to-peer chain of linked blocks and the transactions embodied within them 
makes it essentially “impossible” from a computational standpoint to modify the data once 
a block is created and verified. 

• Viewed as important as more commerce moves online, across borders, with 
unknown partners, and faces growing cybersecurity risks.

• The principal innovation is a method to digitally send something of value without a 
trusted intermediary or institution.  
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The Key Attribute of Blockchain

Trustless
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“The blockchain lets people who have 
no particular confidence in each other 

collaborate without having to go 
through a neutral central authority.  

Simply put, it is a machine for 
creating trust.”
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5 Basic Blockchain Principles
1. Distributed Database
Each party on a blockchain has access to the entire database and its complete history. No single party 
controls the data or the information. Every party can verify the records of its transaction partners directly, 
without an intermediary.

2. Peer-to-Peer Transmission
Communication occurs directly between peers instead of through a central node. Each node stores and 
forwards information to all other nodes.

3. Transparency with Pseudonymity
Every transaction and its associated value are visible to anyone with access to the system. Each node, or 
user, on a blockchain has a unique 30-plus-character alphanumeric address that identifies it. Users can 
choose to remain anonymous or provide proof of their identity to others. Transactions occur between 
blockchain addresses.

4. Irreversibility of Records (Immutability) Once a transaction is recorded in the distributed ledger, the 
records are essentially impossible to alter, because they’re linked to every transaction record that came 
before them (hence the term “chain”). Various computational algorithms and approaches are deployed to 
ensure that the recording on the database is permanent, chronologically ordered, and available to all 
others on the network.

5. Computational Logic
The digital nature of the ledger means that blockchain transactions can be tied to computational logic and 
in essence programmed. So users can set up algorithms and rules that automatically trigger transactions 
between nodes.
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How does a blockchain work?
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How Blockchain Works

8
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The encrypted transaction is sent out to all nodes on the 
network

Alan posts a transaction

A   X B    [Date/Time stamp]
Alan encrypts with a Private Key

Alan (A) wants to send an item (X) to Betty (B)

The item could be cryptocurrency, contracts, 
records or other asset.

HASHING 4B02Y
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Each node verifies the transaction
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Verification

1.  Decrypt the message within Alan’s public key to ensure 
the transaction was sent by Alan.

2.  Trace back the chain of ownership of X to ensure that it is 
“unspent,” that Alan still has ownership of it.

So…the transaction is a valid transaction.  Now, how is it 
“written” into the ledger?
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Multiple transactions are batched into a “block.” The block is 
distributed to all the nodes. And a computational contest is on …
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A Blockchain

The verification is 
performed by solving 
a very difficult 
computational problem 
based on the value of 
the block.

Block gets added 
to the chain!

Once a node 
verifies a block, the 
confirmation is 
published to all of 
the nodes on the  
network.
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A Look at a Block in a Blockchain

www.blockchain.info
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Transaction Processing –
Public and Private Blockchains

• Public blockchain (“Permissionless Distributed Ledger”) – e.g., Bitcoin blockchain
- No central control.
- Participation open to the public (everyone can “write” or “read” data); verification process is open to 

all.
- Security and trust through greater distribution and technology-based security; knowledge of identity 

not needed.
- Transactions publicly available.
- Lower costs.
- Slower transaction speeds.
- Platform code is open source. 

• Private blockchain (“Permissioned Distributed Ledger”)
- Subject to some central governance or control.
- Selected group of participants, for example, within an enterprise or an industry.
- Security through technology, identification or controls; technology-based security may not be as 

stringent.
- Transactions may not be public.
- Higher running costs.
- Faster transaction speeds.
- Platform may, in part, be proprietary.
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Smart Contracts
• Not actually “contracts.” Applications based on the blockchain protocol 

which execute, verify and enforce the performance of a contract.

• Ability to be used not only to store what has happened in the past, but also 
to impact what happens in the future.

• Intended to facilitate paperless transactions with strangers, across borders, 
in a secure way.

• Advantages:
- Automated trustworthiness – no central authority needed for enforcement or 

record keeping (ideal for transactions with few contingencies)
- Fully automated and self-enforcing (ideal for escrow and conditional payment 

arrangements)
- No “counterparty risk”
- Use of “Oracles” – “web services” and other external sources of information to 

trigger contract enforcement. 
- Examples include price of commodities, transfer of money, legal filings, sports scores, 

etc. 
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Smart Contracts 

• Ideal for automating transactions underlying the infrastructure of financial 
transactions and transactions with few contingencies.

• Well-suited for escrow and conditional payment arrangements that can be 
automated and self-enforcing.

• Parties to “Smart Contracts” will use coders to develop the smart contract 
as agreed upon by the parties.
- Will lawyers become coders?
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Smart Contracts

• Lawyers will need to be more like programmers when 
they draft legal agreements
- Articulate the logic that will govern the relationship between two or 

more people in a way that can be translated to code

- Overlap because the more specific you can be with the code and the 
more specific you can be with legal drafting, the more deterministic the 
code and the contract

- Lawyers will need to learn to collaborate with software engineers

- Technology would work neatly with forms or templates with agreed 
terms

- Potential issue where you have a contract that automatically performs 
that has been legally modified, rescinded, revoked, that includes a 
mutual mistake, was fraudulently induced, or with respect to which one 
party lacked capacity, etc. 
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Blockchain Applications –
Banking, Finance and Capital Markets
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Blockchain –
Banking, Finance and Capital Markets

Digital Securities ATS 

• “We may decide to offer any of the securities described in 
this prospectus as digital securities, meaning the 
securities will be uncertificated securities, the 
ownership and transfer of which are recorded on a 
cryptographically-secured distributed ledger system
using technology similar to (or the same as) the distributed 
ledger technology used for trading digital currencies.” 

• “Digital securities have the same rights, preferences and 
privileges as traditional securities of the same class. Digital 
securities do, however, settle in a different manner from 
traditional securities and, therefore, can only be traded 
on a novel closed-system trading platform, regulated as 
an alternative trading system, or ATS.” 

Digital Securities ATS 

“We have collaborated with a registered ATS to build a 
technology platform for trading digital securities, which is 
now fully operational. This trading platform uses the same 
distributed ledger technology with the same algorithm-
based consensus approach as that used for virtual 
currency. The distributed ledger technology underlying 
virtual currency is comprised of multiple copies of a 
synchronized ledger, or database, separately maintained by 
participants on the distributed ledger network, instead of a 
single ledger maintained by a trusted central authority. 
Transactions on the network, including those involving digital 
securities, are verified before being reflected on the distributed 
ledger through an algorithm-based consensus approach, instead 
of trusting a central authority to make the ledger entries. Any 
compensation received by participants in the distributed ledger 
network is received without regard to the transaction relating to 
digital securities but rather is received in the ordinary course 
under the applicable ledger transaction protocol.” 
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Blockchain –
Corporate Governance
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Blockchain Applications –
Corporate Governance and e-voting
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Blockchain Applications –
Supply Chain Management
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Blockchain Applications –
Healthcare
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Blockchain as a Service
• Blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS): 

Enterprise offerings for developers 
that integrate blockchain-based apps 
run on the cloud.
- Customers can create public, private 

or coalition-wide blockchains and add 
software tools.  Speeds development.

- IBM plans to combine with Watson IoT
platform to gather device data and 
combine with blockchain apps related 
to smart contracts.
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Ticketing, Payments, Loyalty Programs
• Paper tickets replaced with blockchain – based tickets.  

- Valid tickets (data in a block) can reside on a blockchain with the full ownership history 
displayed on the ledger.

- Improved trust in ticket exchanges
- Sold in a peer-to-peer market
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Use of permissioned ledgers to 
be used for authenticating and 
tracking sports memorabilia and 
applied to upscale sports 
merchandise or any valuable 
item prone to counterfeits.
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Blockchain Applications
Content Licensing & Distribution / Digital Rights 
Management

“Intelligent Songs” Authorship Validation

Mycelia Ascribe
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Blockchain Applications –
Private Equity and Investment Funds
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Blockchain Applications –
Other Applications…
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Challenges to Blockchain

Widespread adoption of blockchain 
technology is not a slam dunk.
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Challenges to Blockchain: Legal Issues

• Regulation 
- Applicability of existing laws and regulations is unclear
- Remains to be seen what new laws and regulations will be 

promulgated to specifically address blockchain deployments
- Many domestic and foreign regulators are analyzing blockchain

- State Departments of Financial Services
- Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN)
- Department of the Treasury
- Financial Stability Board (FSB)
- U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTS)
- Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC)
- Federal Reserve
- Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
- International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO)
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The Regulatory Environment –
Regulators Are Focusing…

• Financial Stability Board (FSB): In March 2016, the FSB sent a letter to G20 finance ministers 
and central bank governors stating that it will begin to evaluate any “systemic risk” from 
emerging fintech innovations.

• Board of the International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO): In Feb. 2016, 
met to discuss the downsides and opportunities stemming from fintech and blockchain
technology - endorsed further research.

• U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC): In 2016, it began to look into 
blockchain technology with respect to derivative markets.  Commissioner stated that the CFTC 
should take a “do no harm” approach to blockchain technology and work with companies to see 
how regulations should apply to new technologies. Controversial proposal, Regulation AT, 
applicable to algorithmic trading (smart contracts?), requires source code to be available to the 
government.

• Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC): March 2016 report on responsible 
innovation in the finance industry – fintech advances are occurring outside the banking industry 
by unregulated/lightly regulated firms.  

• Federal Reserve: Federal Reserve released blockchain report at end of 2016. 
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The Regulatory Environment –
Digital Currency

NYS BitLicense: Final rules released in June 2015
• The NYSDFS is the first state agency to release a comprehensive 

framework for regulating digital currency-related businesses.

• Imposes many of the same types of requirements that we already 
have in the area of money transmission and clearinghouse services, 
including capital requirements, anti-money laundering safeguards, and 
“know your customer” type issues. 

• The keystone of the regulations are consumer protections, anti-money 
laundering compliance and cybersecurity rules that are designed to 
place appropriate “guardrails” around the industry without “stifling 
beneficial innovation.”

• The agency will not be regulating software developers – only financial 
intermediaries.

• Companies will not be required to file a duplicative set of application 
submissions if they want both a BitLicense and a money transmitter 
license.

• Current application backlog (15 BitLicense applications pending; 
2 issued; 4 denied; 4 withdrawn).



The Regulatory Environment –
Digital Currency

• 31 CFR §1010.100(ff): A “Money Services Business” must register with 
FinCen. 

• “The definition of a money transmitter does not differentiate between real 
currencies and convertible virtual currencies.” 

• Exchanges and payment processors are considered to be money 
transmitters unless a limitation or exemption applies.
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The Regulatory Environment –
Digital Currency

CFTC Enforcement
• Sept. 2015: Settling charges with Coinflip for operating an 

unregistered bitcoin options trading platform, i.e., conducting 
activity related to commodity options transactions without 
complying with the Commodity Exchange Act (CEA) and CFTC 
Regulations.

• May 2016:   Settling charges against Hong Kong-based 
Bitfinex for offering illegal off-exchange financed retail 
commodity transactions in bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, 
and for failing to register as a Futures Commission Merchant 
(FCM) as required by the CEA. 
- Bitfinex permitted users to borrow funds from other users 

on the platform in order to trade bitcoins on a leveraged, 
margined, or financed basis.
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The Regulatory Environment –
Digital Currency

IRS Guidance
• Mar. 2014: IRS issued a notice that stated that virtual 

currency is treated as property for U.S. federal tax 
purposes and that general tax principles that apply to 
property transactions apply to transactions using virtual
currency. 

• A payment made using virtual currency is subject to 
information reporting to the same extent as any other 
payment made in property.

Bankruptcy: How are virtual currencies deemed under the law for bankruptcy or other 
purposes?
• March 2016: In re Hashfast Technologies LLC, No. 14-30725 (Bankr. N.D. Cal. Feb. 23, 2016), a 

Northern District of California bankruptcy court ruled that, under fraudulent transfer provisions of the 
Bankruptcy Code, Bitcoins are not U.S dollars but intangible personal property.
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The Regulatory Environment –
From Bitcoin to Blockchain…

• In 2015, FinCEN issued a Ruling (FIN-2015-R001) in response to a question from a 
company that provides internet-based brokerage services between buyers and 
sellers of precious metals.
- The Buyers pay sellers by check, wire or bitcoin.  The Company buys and sells precious 

metals on its own account.  The Company holds precious metals in custody for buyers, and 
then opens a digital wallet for the buyer and issues a digital proof of custody that can be 
linked to the buyer’s wallet on the Bitcoin blockchain.  The buyer can then trade or exchange 
its precious metal holdings at the Company by the usual means of trading or exchanging 
bitcoin through the blockchain.  The Company derives revenues from transaction and 
custody fees.

• FinCEN found that the Company would be a money transmitter and a dealer in 
precious metals, precious stones, or jewels pursuant to its regulations. 
- “FinCEN finds that, as the Company is going beyond the activities of a broker or dealer in 

commodities and is acting as a convertible virtual currency administrator (with the freely 
transferable digital certificates being the commodity-backed virtual currency), the Company 
falls under the definition of money transmitter.”

• Same reasoning might apply to any service that holds custody of assets and issues 
a digital one that can be subsequently freely traded. 
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Challenges to Blockchain:
Smart Contracts – Legal Issues
• Real world verification: Titles to property may have to be verified under existing laws; 

certifications by government or third-party authorities may still be needed.

• Proof of identity: How to prove identity in a “trustless” network? How will one linking a 
blockchain address to an identity satisfy “Know Your Customer” and related  obligations?

• Taxation & bankruptcy: Digital currency is treated as property: how will virtual 
currencies/tokens or other intangible blockchain assets be deemed under tax or 
bankruptcy law? 

• Jurisdiction: In decentralized arena with transactions running on a international 
computer network without a central place where data is stored, which laws apply in the 
event of a dispute or fraud?

• Force majeure: What is unforeseeable in the blockchain world?

• Relationship to real contract: How to address issues with written agreement to which 
the smart contract relates? 

• Input control: Implications of external information sources triggering execution?
• Deviations, fraud and errors (e.g., coding errors): How to address?
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Challenges to Blockchain:
Smart Contracts – Legal Issues
• UCC is the “real world” foundation of business contracting, funds transfers and 

secured transactions. Eleven articles of the UCC cover discreet areas of commerce. 

• Compliance with the UCC offers contracting parties certain protections and the 
benefit of legal presumptions. UCC issues: How will the blockchain mesh with 
existing UCC definitions?

• Should “blockchain” assets be treated as “general intangibles” or “investment 
property” under Article 9 of the UCC?

§ 9-102(42): "General intangible" means any personal property, including things in action, 
other than accounts, chattel paper, commercial tort claims, deposit accounts, documents, 
goods, instruments, investment property, letters-of-credit rights, letters of credit, money, and 
oil, gas, or other minerals before extraction. The term includes payment intangibles and 
software. 

§ 9-102(49): "Investment property" means a security, whether certificated or uncertificated, 
security entitlement, securities account, commodity contract or commodity account.”
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Challenges to Blockchain:
Smart Contracts – Legal Issues

• Or, should “blockchain” assets be treated “financial assets” under Article 8 
of the UCC?   

§ 8-102(9): "Financial asset” … means:

i. a security;

ii. an obligation of a person or a share, participation, or other interest in a 
person or in property or an enterprise of a person, which is, or is of a type, 
dealt in or traded on financial markets, or which is recognized in any area 
in which it is issued or dealt in as a medium for investment; or

iii. any property that is held by a securities intermediary for another person in 
a securities account if the securities intermediary has expressly agreed 
with the other person that the property is to be treated as a financial 
asset under this Article.



Challenges to Blockchain:
Security
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Challenges to Blockchain:
Security
• June 2016: The DAO, a crowdfunded 

investment fund, suffered a hack. DAO 
collectively vote on what to invest in and 
funds are stored on the Ethereum platform 
and transferred through the Ethereum
blockchain.
- Hackers found a software bug that allowed an 

investor to cash out shares repeatedly before 
system determined the user’s account was 
zero.

• Solution: System’s miners agreed to a 
system reset/rollback - a “hard fork” to the 
Ethereum protocol that essentially rewinds 
the Ethereum blockchain to a point before 
the hack. 

• Will a platform be able to counteract 
fraudulent transactions?
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Challenges to Blockchain:
Applicable Laws

• Applicable Laws, Jurisdiction and Court Orders
- Which jurisdiction’s or jurisdictions’ laws apply?

- Taxation
- Privacy and data security

- Transfer of data across borders (e.g., EU to US)
- How to determine where data breach occurred?
- Need to balance confidentiality, traceability and cybersecurity

- Conflict of laws considerations

- How will changes in applicable laws be addressed in a 
blockchain architecture?

- How would court orders be enforced and implemented, and 
against whom?

• Legal status of decentralized autonomous organizations 
(DAOs)
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Challenges to Blockchain:
Collaboration Issues

• Collaboration
- Competitors working together  antitrust considerations

- Consortia: Enterprise Ethereum Alliance (EEA), R3 CEV, Digital 
Asset Holdings (DAH), Post-Trade Distributed Ledger Group 
(PDTL)

- Ability of blockchain to be used to facilitate collusion or 
exchange sensitive information

- Establishment of technical standards

- Potential dominance of one or a few blockchain provider(s)

- Closed access: Granting or refusal of access to permission 
based blockchain systems (gatekeeping in private blockchains)
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Challenges to Blockchain:
Intellectual Property Issues

• Intellectual Property Issues
- Infringing Materials on Blockchain

- Who could/would be held responsible for infringement?

- Blockchain service provider (if any) or nodes that broadcast the 
blockchain?

- DMCA Section 512 takedown notices (U.S.)

- Applicable to blockchain service providers?

- Could takedown requests be complied with? 
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Challenges to Blockchain:
Intellectual Property Issues

The Wave of Blockchain Patent Filings
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Challenges to Blockchain:
Intellectual Property Issues

• The initial implementation of blockchain was disclosed to the 
public by “Satoshi Nakamoto” in 2008, and is accordingly, 
unpatentable.

• Efforts to “own” blockchain will necessarily focus on:
- improvements to the technology (i.e., a better blockchain system or a piece of 

that system);
- Improvements to generally-applicable underlying technologies (i.e., better 

encryption that can be used as part of blockchain); and
- the application of the technology in innovative ways for particular purposes/fields 

(i.e., blockchain optimized to support transactions of a particular type).  

• Patent Pooling: Is blockchain a good candidate for patent 
pooling? If so, how would it be structured? (FRAND or 
RAND?) 
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Challenges to Blockchain:
Intellectual Property Issues

• Blockchain patents may face uncertainty due to the 
continuing impact of the Supreme Court’s decision in Alice 
Corp. v. CLS Bank (2014).
- In Alice, SCOTUS invalidated multiple patents covering a computer software-

implemented, electronic escrow service for facilitating financial transactions 
because they covered “abstract ideas” implemented via a computer and did not 
have sufficient additional features capable of rendering them significantly more 
than abstract ideas (i.e., ineligible for patent protection)
- Many patents have since been invalidated, and patent applications have been denied

- Is a distributed ledger an abstract concept that is not patentable?

- The analysis is not only fact-specific, but may vary depending on when the 
analysis is conducted, and by which court, as the law here is very unsettled and 
inconsistently applied.



Challenges to Blockchain:
Intellectual Property Issues

The “Blockchain” Patent Rush

• A search of US Patent filings between October 31, 2008 and 
February 16, 2017 revealed:
- 879 filings mentioning “bitcoin,” “blockchain” or “distributed 

ledger”
- 824 mention “bitcoin”
- 159 mention “blockchain”
- 55 mention “distributed ledger”

- These filings have resulted in 150 issued patents and 729 
published patent applications.

- These patents and applications were filed by 488 unique filers.
- Given the typical 18 month delay in publication, this search likely 

didn’t capture filings after Aug. 17, 2015.

https://www.law360.com/ip/articles/899815/the-emerging-blockchain-patent-landscape?nl_pk=a48f2394-894b-44cd-9388-
6268de3c2857&utm_source=newsletter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ip60



Challenges to Blockchain:
Intellectual Property Issues
Who is Filing?

• Financial services organizations appear focused on 
blockchain filings.

• Some companies developing blockchain have entered into a 
patent non-aggression pledge (but mostly smaller startups).  
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Challenges to Blockchain:
Intellectual Property Issues

Blockchain Patentability and Open 
Source
• Bitcoin protocol was released in 2009 as open 

source code (under permissive MIT license)
- Second generation blockchain open source 

projects: Ethereum, Hyperledger, MultiChain, 
Eris, Ripple

• Code underlying blockchain technology may 
be protected under one of many open source 
licenses
- Some are more permissive (e.g., MIT, BSD 

licenses)
- Some are more restrictive, with copyleft 

provisions and limitations on enforcing patents 
(GPLv2, v3, Apache 2.0)

• Some open source licenses have 
patent grants and patent 
retaliation clauses in them.
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Challenges to Blockchain:
Other Legal Issues

• Audit and Record Keeping – Sufficient for compliance 
(e.g., with “Know Your Customer” and related obligations)?

• Fraudulent Activity and Errors – How to address?

• Tax & Bankruptcy – How will intangible blockchain assets be 
characterized under tax or bankruptcy law?

• Liability for Blockchain Failures

• Dispute Resolution

• Force Majeure – What is an unforeseeable “force majeure” in 
the blockchain/smart contract environment?

• Management of Performance and Service Levels
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Looking Ahead

• A new way of conducting business
- Transactions across borders, without trusted intermediaries, involving differing 

types of assets or data or currency, performed quickly, without errors or fraud, 
and with lower transaction costs than traditional methods.  

- Minimization of contract disputes through automation of performance.

- Incremental Revolution

- A new way of conducting business

• A great opportunity for an in-house lawyer to become a part of the rapid 
technology revolution that we are experiencing.



Thank you!  Questions?

Jeffrey D. Neuburger
Partner

(212) 969-3075
jneuburger@proskauer.com

Wai Choy
Associate

(212) 969-3118
wchoy@proskauer.com
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